INSTANT ACCESS
ONLINE ROUTE TRAINING
NOVUS RouteAndGo

H

ere’s a scenario you probably recognise: one
of your drivers is being asked to drive a different
route tomorrow. They haven’t driven the route in
question for a while, presenting a risk of a wrong
turns, getting lost and late running - or even a
Road Traffic Accident.
Without time for a training run, how can you
ensure the driver is equipped to drive the route
accurately, efficiently and above all safely?
NOVUS RouteAndGo is the answer!

TRAINING FOR THE DIGITAL AGE
NOVUS RouteAndGo revolutionises route training
by offering an online based training portal for
drivers, which can be accessed anywhere - both
in the training centre, but also remotely via a
laptop PC or tablet. Google Maps and Street
View integration means drivers can familiarise
themselves with routes - and even exchange
warnings regarding potential hazards.

RouteAndGo: Key Benefits
•		 Offer drivers 24/7 access to route-		
		 specific training
•		 Safety warnings & live driver 			
		 feedback loop
•		 Flexible - train anywhere, on any PC
•		 No hardware required
•		 Simple route import (TransXChange
		 & others): get online within 24 hours
•		 Low up-front commitment & 			
		 affordable subscription model
•		 Ideal for small and large operators

INSTANT ACCESS
NOVUS RouteAndGo is incredibly simple
to implement: we import your routes via
TransXChange, and your drivers can be training
within 24 hours. Pricing follows a monthly
subscription model with low up-front costs.
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NOVUS RouteAndGo: Effective Route Training - Wherever, Whenever

TRAPEZE GROUP: Here for the journey
Trapeze Group supplies reliable, scalable and innovative solutions for the rail and road transport sector. Hundreds of private and public
organisations in Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific have selected software solutions from the Trapeze Group in order to improve and broaden
the efficiency, quality and scope of their transport solutions, thus enabling them to provide their customers with even more services in a more
reliable and cost-effective manner.
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